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You're on your way to learning everything about the special people in your life, and youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll

also learn things you never knew about yourself! This ebook will help you determine whether to

pursue a new relationship, spice up an existing romance, or pop the question. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s also a

fantastic tool for planning a great conversation night between friends. You can answer all 700

questions in order, or pick and choose from your favorite categories. Dating Icebreakers: 700

Relationship Questions is a great resource for: Long Distance Relationships: Keep the

communication flowing and the relationship hot during the time you are apart.Taking the Next Step:

Should we get engaged? Should we get married? Should we move in together? Should we even go

on another date?Online Dating: Find out if your "match" is the real deal. Email or text them a set of

questions! Engaged Couples: Perfect for couples who are planning a future together, including

many of the same questions used in pre-marital classes, and so much more! Fun for Friends: How

well do you really know your friends? Do you need an activity for a bachelorette party or a

girlÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s night in? ESL Students: Practice asking each other questions!
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Whether you are dating someone new or are trying to add more fun into your current relationships

you can't go wrong with most of the questions in this book. Sure there are a few questions you

would not want to ask anyone. Like I can't imagine myself asking someone question #119. A few of

the questions are a little creepy and I would not suggest you ask people anything that would make

them feel uncomfortable. However 90 percent of the questions in this book will help you get to know

your friends, partner or new date better.I asked my husband many of the questions in this book and

was very surprised to learn that he had been on TV as a child. He never told me this before. So that

was worth getting this book.Some of the questions include:If you could meet a famous person who

would it be?How many books do you own?Do you ever have recurring dreams?How many hours do

you spend on the Internet each day?What was your first job?What would you like to be famous

for?As you can see this book is a ton of fun. The surprising thing is however that once you've been

married to someone for 17 years you know pretty much all of the answers to most of these

questions. So they are questions that you'd naturally ask over time. Putting all these answers in one

place makes getting to know someone a much faster process. And in our high-speed lives that is a

bonus. These questions will also be helpful for people who are dating online. You can ask the most

important questions first to see if you are compatible.This book is also fun to use with friends on the

phone. One of my friends calls me once a week so we are working our way through the entire book.

Great Fun.~The Rebecca Review

Maybe some of these questions are a little forward for a first date, but my boyfriend and I have been

using this book during our skype conversations since we've been long distance for a year, and it's

always a great fall-back to have when the conversation runs out a little bit. Usually just one question

will get us discussing many different topics. One of the better question books I've found, since not

all of the questions are heavy and serious. Recommended.

This book was recommended to my boyfriend and I, we both downloaded it. When we talk on the

phone we do a few Questions each time. Sometimes a question is just a yes or no answer. Other

times it has lead us to sharing different stories with each other.Examples of questions that make

think.What is your greatest strength?What era would you like to live in?Amusing examples:Know

any good jokes?A food you refuse to eat?Draw backs:The book does not come in paper back & no

way to write In answers.There isn't anymore in the seriesOtherwise it has very fun and useful read.I

would recommend it to any dating couple.



I have never read a book like this and was pleasantly surprised. Great idea and very helpful for first

dates!

My and my Girlfriend love these questions! Great way to get closer together.

My girlfriend and I each downloaded this book, and we discuss the questions on the phone. We

think it is a fun and interesting way to learn more about each other, and it also gives us something

else to talk about. I would highly recommend this book.

Not worth the time to download. Seriously, who would ask a question about death as an

icebreaker?There are several similar titles that are orders of magnitude better
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